
Introducing TANABE

1-2, West 23 and North 4, 
Obihiro city, Hokkaido, Japan

Tanabe Co., Ltd.
http://www.tanabe-recycle.com/index-en.html

‒Innovative Recycling Professionals-
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List of Licenses

Message from the President

Honesty is our motto!



Sharing "Human Bonding"
as a keyword for our children.
We strive to contribute to solving

environmental problems, 
with the goal of a recycling-based

society in mind, 
through the materialization 

of industrial waste and energy savings

  

   

   



Be kind to people, materials and nature.
We try our best to realize recycling-based, 
environmental society and contribute 
to local communities with honesty.

    

       

   

 

 

  

   

 

 
  

  

   

   

  

  
 



      
       

    
    

Raw materials  Aluminum melting Products

Process flow of recycling metal and non-ferrous metal
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World-class state-of-the-art technologies
 can reproduce valuable assets
We will reuse limited resources effectively

and contribute to building an Earth-friendly environment

     

  

  



  
    

     
      

Process flow of recycling automotive parts
Acceptance

Stocking

Order and delivery

Production and disassembly



Environmental protection 
is the most important issue on the planet.

It is our duty to organize and create
 a recycling-based, environmental society. 
In order to realize this, we work constantly 
to improve the environment in nature-friendly ways.

Collection, transportation and processing of waste

      

  　

  

 

       

      



  
       
       
     
        
      

     

 Owned vehicles and heavy machines 

Backhoe with magnet LaBounty　Shear

Recycling scrap tires

Shred

Fork grapple

Self with UNIC winch Truck with winchTruck with Hiab

Dump truck with Hiab Truck with magnetGarbage truck



Facilitation and thorough practice of
recycling and proper disposal is one  of

today's biggest issues.
Recognizing the value of realizing a business environment
in harmony with nature, TANABE is proudly processing
industrial waste using appropriate and safe methods.

Slurry tankWarehouse Cattle shed Silo

   
  

          
     

      
     



    
       

  
       

       
      

  

Japanese automobiles and parts
are revitalized overseas

Our activities are always based on a global awareness and 
our contribution to future generations through

the pursuit of realizing a “recycling-based,environmental society”
and effective utilization of limited resources.



 

      
   

  

  
As a corporate citizen, TANABE aspires to become a 
company that succeeds in passing on Hokkaido's vast land, 
fertile soil, fresh air, pure water, and abundant sunshine to 
future generations.
We see the effective disposal of things no longer needed as a 
virtue, and one that we desire to see continue. We always 
appreciate the essential value of goods and materials that, to 
others, may seem useless. These goods and materials can be 
repeatedly and sustainably applied to different type of usage. 
This is what we at TANABE strive constantly to make 
possible. 

TANABE


